In this paper, we study scheduling of several projects in supply chain environment; activities of these projects are performed by some contractor companies. We present a new practical model for solving project scheduling problem in supply chain environment. A genetic algorithm and a simulated annealing algorithm are proposed for solving our model. The elements of genetic algorithm such as generation, mutation, crossover, and also the elements of simulated annealing algorithm like each neighborhood are explained. Our proposed algorithms in comparison with one of the most powerful solvers (Lingo) generate appropriate solutions where Lingo cannot generate optimal solution for large size problems in a reasonable time. Some numerical examples are solved, and results show that these two algorithms can find promising solutions.
INTRODUCTION
Project scheduling in supply chain environment problems determine scheduling of several projects in supply chain. In a supply chain, there are some projects. If we schedule these projects with a decent scheduling, we can have a better scheduling in supply chain which reduces cost of projects in supply chain. The concept of project scheduling in the supply chain has not really been applied in the past, since this concept is a new concept. Some papers work at project scheduling in supply chain environments (Li, 2008; Lau et al., 2006; Parrod, 2007; Vob, 2007) . There are four main problems of project scheduling in supply chain related to literature review. These problems come from real cases.
In the first type of problem, the scheduling of supply chain is acquired with project scheduling method. Li presents planning and scheduling of supply chain scheduling with project scheduling method (Li et al., 2008) . He studied multimode resource constraint project scheduling problem in the supply chain environment.
The second type of problem is about project supply chain. The concept of project supply chain is used in *Corresponding author. E-mail: mh_heydari@ie.sharif.ir, shadrokh@sharif.edu. Tel: +982144611932, +989181112193. Nicolas Parrod's work (Parrod et al., 2007) . Parrod considered the integration of agents and supply chain.
Project scheduling in supply chain in workshop environment is the third type of problem concerning project scheduling in supply chain. As regards this problem, Vob considers a multimode and multi project scheduling problem (Vob et al., 2007) . His problem exists in workshop environment.
The last type of problem is about project scheduling in supply chain referred to in the literature review as project scheduling in supply chain with outsourcing of activities (Lau et al., 2005 (Lau et al., , 2006 . Concerning this problem, Lau presents a paper about scheduling of several different and independent projects in supply chain where there are some contractor companies between these projects (Lau et al., 2006) . In his paper, two approaches are considered. In the first approach, he posited a centralized approach. In another work, Lau considers a modified contract-net protocol.
There are two different approaches regarding project scheduling in supply chain with outsourcing of activities problem referred to the literature review. These two approaches are centralized and distributive approaches. In centralized approach, we access all information in the projects (Lau et al., 2006 ), but we only access part of the information in distributed approach, and we plan with this limited information (Lau et al., 2005 (Lau et al., , 2006 . To have more income and profit in supply chain, we must apply centralized approach. In this paper, we suppose that we have all information of projects in supply chain; as a result, we perform scheduling and planning of projects as centralized scheduling. This scheduling has minimum cost, because we act centralized.
About project scheduling in supply chain environment with outsourcing of the activities problem, having decent centralized approach is a need. We can reduce the cost of supply chain to minimum overall cost, if we use a decent modeling. But in this area, there is not a practical model which considers centralized scheduling referred to in the literature review. Also methods of solving this problem are not suitable methods. On the other hand, this model can be used in several supply chains for reducing cost. In this situation, we need to have a decent practical model and a decent algorithm for solving this model.
Project scheduling in supply chain with outsourcing of activities problem is harder than workshop scheduling which is a NP-hard problem (Belazewicz et al., 1983) .
Lau represents a model in his paper which schedules several different projects (Lau et al., 2006 ). Lau's model has several problems in modeling, thus Lau's model cannot be used in practical cases; as a result, we present a model which can be used for practical cases. We ameliorate his model in some aspects. Also, Lau considers just one renewable resource in his model. But this assumption is not a correct assumption; because in real world, there are several different resources, and the model must consider these resources. For example, every contractor has some machines, and each machine has limited capacities. A correct model must consider the capacity of these resources. We model this problem with multi resource constraint condition. Also, we solve this problem with decent algorithms.
There are several problems discussed in supply chain context (Bac, 2011; Tarantilis, 2008; Yan, 2009) . Tarantilis (2008) represents an ERP for business managements in supply chain (Tarantilis et al., 2008) .
Works have been done on project scheduling concepts (Lambrechts, 2008; Herroelen, 2005; Patterson, 1974) . Hartmann worked on project scheduling concept (Hartmann et al., 2010) .He presented a literature review about project scheduling concept.
Project scheduling in supply chain with outsourcing of activities problem originates from Dell Company (Lau et al., 2006) . Dell wanted to change his method of production from make to order method, to make and sell method. To reach this target, Dell's consumers determine specifics of personal computers in Dell's website. Dell considers each model of computer as a project. Then Dell determines contractor companies for producing these personal computers. They consider their model like a project scheduling model. So, we schedule different projects that exist in the supply chain as optimum scheduling, and our model chooses contractors to perform activities of the projects with minimum overall cost among supply chain. In this situation, all the activities in the supply chain must be scheduled. This paper is organized as follows: first, we describe the model of the problem. Then, genetic algorithm and simulated algorithm are described in detail, and these two algorithms are compared. The conclusion and the future research are presented at the end of paper.
MODEL DEVELOPMENT
In this paper, there are some projects, and each project has some activities. There are some prerequisite relations between these activities; and these activities are performed by some contractor companies. These contractors are located in different geographical places; therefore, transition cost exists between these contractors. We reckon that the number of projects and the number of contractors are consequently N, M. Each project n has activities. is the start time of activity i. contractor m does not perform activity i, gets value 0. In this problem, we reckon that a set of contractors can perform every activity. Each contractor has some renewable resources, where each resource has a limited capacity for each allowance contractor. Our work differs from other works in this aspect, because other models referred to the literature review, we consider just one resource (Lau, 2006) . The set of contractors which can perform activity i, is represented with . We name as allowance contractor for activity i. Each contractor in performs activity i with different time, cost and resource consumption. On the other hand, the cost and delivery time of transition between contractors are different.
We suppose, if activity i performs earlier than expected, that there is an cost for this activity, because if this activity is performed earlier, we must keep this activity as stock by the time it is to be sent. : the number of activities in project n.
The parameters of model
: The list of allowance contractors for activity i.
: The set of prerequisite relations.
:
: The cost of performing activity i by contractor m.
: The transition cost should activity i is done by contractor h, and carried to the place of contractor k.
: The transition time should activity i is done by contractor h, and carried to the place of contractor k.
: The whole cost of activity i, if activity i arrives earlier.
: The unit cost of activity i, if activity i arrives earlier.
: The lateness cost of project n, if project n is done earlier or later.
: The time of performing activity i by contractor m.
: The start time of activity i.
: The consumption amount of resource u, for performing activity i, if it is done by contractor m.
: Set of renewable resources for contractor m.
: The capacity of resource u for contractor m in time t.
Model description
The object of the model is to minimize the total supply chain cost. This cost is shown in Equation 1. The first part is the operation cost of performing activities by contractors. The second part is the cost of earlier performing of activities. The third part is transition cost between contractors, and the last part is the penalty cost of late delivery of projects:
If activity i is prerequisite of activity j, and activity j performs later than its earliest possible start time, the activity i must be stored in its contractor place until the time of delivery, and this storing has a stock cost. The cost of earlier performing of activity i is shown as , and it is defined as Equation 2:
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The penalty cost of project n is shown as . If project n performs earlier than due date , we have unit penalty cost , and if project n performs later than due date , we have unit penalty cost . Also is the last activity of project n. The penalty cost of passing from due date is shown as in Equation 3: Where is the finish time of last activity in project n and it is defined as Equation 4:
We present prerequisite relations with Equation 5, if activity j is prerequisite of activity i, the start time of activity j must be greater than the end time of activity i plus transition time between two contractors. 
Heuristic approaches for solving problem
Our problem is a NP-hard problem and it is too difficult to solve. Powerful solvers such as Lingo cannot find optimal solution for large size case studies in a reasonable time. As a result, heuristic algorithms have a foremost role for generating promising results about this problem.
To solve this problem, we compare two meta-heuristic approaches with an algorithm which is proposed in literature review. Also for some case studies, two algorithms are compared with their exact solution. Two approaches are genetic algorithm (GA), and simulated annealing algorithm. The approach that we compare our two meta-heuristic algorithms with this approach is an approach which is used in Lau paper (Lau et al., 2006) . We show genetic algorithm and simulated annealing algorithm which represented in this paper have so much better results rather than Lau's work.
We show a scheduling as a 2D array A[n][2], where n is the number of activities or . Priority list of activities is represented in A[i] [0] . Priority list of activities presents the priority of performing activities. As we will see in this paper, the prerequisite relations are not violated with our proposed priority list of activities (Jiang, 2004 In this problem, we do not violate prerequisite relations and resource constraint relations. So our model does not violate these relations.
First, we represent detail proposed genetic algorithm. All phases like generation, mutation, and crossover are described in detail. Then we present simulated annealing algorithm. Each of its neighborhoods is described in detail as well.
The genetic algorithm
There are some papers which work about GA algorithm (Ghosh, 2011; Hartman, 2002) . Hartman suggests a decoding GA for some problems like project scheduling problems (Hartman, 2002) . Jing also uses a GA for solving multi mode project scheduling problems (Jiang, 2004) . We suggest a GA for our problem in this paper. We use Jiang paper for constructing our GA (Jiang, 2004) .
Basic scheme of genetic algorithm
Our genetic procedure is as used in Jiang's paper (Jiang, 2004) . The procedure of basic scheme of genetic algorithm is presented as follows:
Step 1: First, we create some scheduling and initial population in generation phase randomly according to size of population, and find its fitness. This fitness is the cost of this scheduling.
Step 2: We create some crossover and mutation scheduling in every repetition of steps. The number of crossover and mutation which is repeated in every step of our algorithm is constant and predefined. In every step, we choose bests solutions between parent generation and crossover generation and mutation generation with respect to their fitness, and consider them as the new generation. Then we repeat this algorithm for a certain number of steps. The number of repetition is a predefined number, too. The size of population and the number of crossover and mutation and the number of repetition are adjustable parameters.
Step 3: Every new generation population is created with for (i=1to i= (number of the activities)) do 1. Find all activities which prerequisites of these activities are scheduled in the priority list of activities.
2. Choose one activity from all activities which is acquired above, randomly.
3. Select this activity. respect to the last generation population and mutation and crossover phases.
Generation phase
Step 1: First we obtain the priority list of activities. We create the priority list of activities according to Jiang's paper (Jiang, 2004) . To find this list, for each array cell, we obtain all activities which prerequisite activities are scheduled, respectively. Then we select one activity among them randomly. Afterward, we find priority list of activities for other cells of array by this way respectively, until priority list of activities is completed, and sequence of activities is obtained. So, we find A[i][0] or the priority list of activities. Figure 1 shows procedure of creating the priority list of activities.
Step 2: Respectively, we find a contractor for each activity according to the priority list of activities, and then find scheduling of this activity. For finding this contractor, we use priority list of allowance contractors from list for each activity. We list contractors randomly from the list of allowed contractors or , for each activity i in priority list of allowance contractors. According to priority list of allowance contractors, we select a contractor respectively. Then we check capacities of resources for all resources of this contractor. If it is not to violate resource constraints for all resources of this contractor, we choose this contractor and then schedule this activity with respect to the earliest possible scheduling for this activity that is obtained with respect to the prerequisite relations, and performing time of this activity, and transportation time. Otherwise, we select another allowance contractor. If none of these allowance contractors is justified with respect to the resource constraints for all resources, we increase the earliest possible time of scheduling, one unit time, and do this work until a justified contractor is obtained and a start time found. With this work, we find the start time and a contractor for each activity respectively with respect to the priority list of activities. Repeating this work for all activities respectively according to the priority list of activities, we can find contractors and scheduling for these activities. 
Crossover phase
We use a two point crossover for our GA algorithm. Davis showed this kind of crossover does not violate prerequisite relations (Davis, 1969) .
Step 1: First, we need two parents from last generation, for constructing a crossover scheduling. We select these two parents randomly, then we select two points (activities) in these parents randomly. With these two points in each parent, three sects are built and we name these sects as first, middle, and last sect.
Step 2: We transfer the first and the last part of activity array from the first parent respectively to the first and last sects of the child, and then for the middle sect of child, from the second parent, if there is an activity in second 
Mutation phase
For creating mutation phase, we use the same procedure as Bouleimen used in his paper (Bouleimen et al., 2003) . Our proposed mutation phase is shown as follows:
Step 1: First we select one parent and then we select one cut point (activity) on this parent randomly. We name this activity as .
Step 2: We want to find the priority list of activities. So, we obtain a range of activities which activity exists in this range of activities, and if we move each of these activities in this range of activities with activity, the prerequisite relations are not violated. For finding this range of activities, we find the first activity that is prerequisite of activity in the left of this activity, and also find the first activity that activity is the prerequisite of this activity in right of activity.
Step 3: As a result, the range of activities between these two activities is the range of activities that we want. If we move activity with each activity in this rang of activities, the prerequisite relations are not violated; therefore, we select an activity randomly in this range of activities and transfer this activity to the place of activity.
Then we shift each activity which exists between these two activities and also activity one unit to the place of this activity. With this work the prerequisite relations are not violated; as a result, we choose A[i][0] or priority list of activities for this mutation scheduling. Procedure of finding priority list of activities for mutation phase shows at Figure 4.
Step 4: Now we want to select contractors and start times for creating this mutation scheduling. For this selection, like generation phase and as we see in Figure 2 , we transfer the contractors from parent scheduling to the first place of the priority list of allowance contractors of mutation scheduling.
Then we check capacities of resources for all resources of this contractor. If it is not to violate resource constraints, we choose this contractor and schedule this activity with respect to the earliest possible scheduling for this activity, which is obtained with respect to the prerequisite relations, and performing time of this activity, and transportation time.
Otherwise, we select another contractor from the priority list of allowance contractors of this activity. If none of these contractors are justified with respect to resource constraints, we increase the earliest possible time of scheduling one unit time, and do this process until a justified contractor is obtained. By repeating this work for all activities respectively, we obtain contractors and scheduling for this mutation scheduling. 
The simulated annealing algorithm
Simulated annealing is a local search method which finds the global solution of problems. There are some papers which present simulated annealing approaches (Mika et al., 2005) . Bouleimen rewards a simulated annealing algorithm for solving multi mode project scheduling problem in his paper (Bouleimen et al., 2003) . We use his model for creating our simulated annealing approach. In this paper a simulated annealing approach is proposed in detail.
Basic scheme of simulated annealing algorithm
First, we select a random scheduling. For starting algorithm from a decent scheduling that causes better solution in the end of algorithm, we create several random scheduling, and select the best scheduling for starting. Then, in every step we create 3 neighborhoods. Constructing of each neighborhood is explained in following. If the objective function of this neighborhood is better than the first scheduling, we replace the first scheduling with this neighborhood. And if this objective function is worse than first scheduling, we accept it with a probability. This probability is equal to . That acquires from this equation , and is the objective function difference of the neighborhood and first scheduling.
First neighborhood
The first neighborhood is different with its first scheduling in its priority list of activities. For constructing this neighborhood, we use the same procedure as Bouleimen use in his paper (Bouleimen et al., 2003 ). This neighborhood is described as follow:
Step 1: First, we create the priority list of activities. We create this priority list of activities like mutation phase in genetic algorithm and as you see at Figure 4 . We select one point (activity) on the activities of first scheduling. We name this activity as activity.
Step 2: Then we obtain a range of activities that the activity exists in this range of activities, and if we move each of these activities in this range of activities with activity, the prerequisite relations do not violate.
Step 3: For finding this range of activities, we find the first activity which is prerequisite of activity in the left of this activity. On the other hand, we find the first activity that activity is prerequisite of this activity in the right of activity. Therefore, the range of activities between these two activities is the range of activities that we want.
We select an activity randomly from this range of activities, and transfer this activity to the place of the activity. Then we shift each activity which exists between these two activities and also activity, 1 unit to the place of this activity. With this work, the prerequisite relations are justified; because with movement of activity with each of activities in this range of activities the prerequisite relations are not violated. As a result, priority list of activities is acquired.
Step 4: Like mutation phase in genetic algorithm, and according to Figure 1 , we choose start times and contractors. We transfer contractors from the first scheduling to the first place of priority list of allowance contractors of child. Then we check the capacities of resources for all resources. If it is not to violate resource constraints, we choose this contractor and schedule this activity with respect to the earliest possible scheduling for this activity that is obtained with respect to the prerequisite relations, and performing time of this activity, and transportation time. If resource constraints are violated, we select another contractor from priority list of allowance contractors for this activity. If none of these contractors is justified with respect to the resource constraint, we increase the earliest possible time of scheduling one unit time, and do this work until a justified contractor is obtained. Therefore, with repeating this work for all array cells, we obtain a justified scheduling.
Second neighborhood
The second neighborhood differs from its first scheduling in its contractors. We use Bouleimen work for creating this neighborhood (Bouleimen et al., 2003) .
Step 1: We consider the priority list of activities like the priority list of activities of its first scheduling.
Step 2: We choose a cell (activity) randomly, and name it activity. For whole activities except activity, we transfer contractors from first scheduling to the first place of priority list of allowance contractors of child.
Step 3: For activity which is selected in step 2, we put allowance contractors for this activity, except the contractor of first scheduling for this activity, in the priority list of allowance contractors randomly. We can see the procedure of choosing contractors for second neighborhood in Figure 5 .
Step 4: Like generation phase in genetic algorithm, and as we see in Figure 2 , we find start times and contractors of these activities. We choose a contractor according to the priority list of allowance contractors. Then we check capacities of resources for whole resources. If it is not to violate resource constraints for whole resources, we choose this contractor and schedule this activity with respect to the earliest possible scheduling for this activity which is obtained with respect to prerequisite relations, performing time of this activity, and transportation time. Otherwise, we select another contractor. If none of these contractors is justified with respect to the resource constraint, we increase the earliest possible time of scheduling one unit time, and do this work until a justified contractor is obtained. Then we obtain scheduling of activities for all activities with this procedure respectively. As a result second neighborhood creates.
Third neighborhood
The third neighborhood differs from its first scheduling in priority list of activities, and the contractors which perform activities. As a result, the third neighborhood in A [i] [0] and A [i] [1] differs with its first scheduling.
For creating third neighborhood, we perform according to the both procedures which we create the first neighborhood, and the procedure which create the second neighborhood. As a result, third neighborhood differs from its first scheduling in priority list of activities, and in its contractors.
Centralized approach which applied in Lau's paper
For comparing these two meta-heuristics with other approaches about this problem, we compare these approaches with other approaches, referred to in the literature reviews, about this problem. Lau represents a centralized approach in his paper. Our model has several differences with Lau's model, and we ameliorate this model in several aspects. But, for comparing our algorithm with literature review, we simulate Lau's approach for this centralized problem.
In Lau's approach, he considers activities which have no prerequisite relations. He puts these activities in ready for scheduling list. Then algorithm selects an activity and its contractor based on cost. By the way that this activity with its contractor has minimum cost between activities those exist in ready for scheduling list. This cost function is the sum of operational cost, transition cost and penalty cost for these activities which exist in ready for scheduling list. At last, algorithm ends when there are no activities in ready for scheduling list, and all activities scheduled.
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
Here, we demonstrate the computational efficiency of our algorithms in comparison with exact solutions and other approaches in the literature review. For experimental design, we used the framework of control factors nearly like Lau's framework of control factors (Lau, 2006) . For comparing these three approaches which are explained in this paper, we tested 6 computational experiments. Data for these case studies were obtained from PSPLIB website. This website presents several problems about project scheduling concept. These experiments differ from each other in aspects of number of projects, number of activities, and number of contractors. Table 1 shows parameters of these case studies.
Our model is different from the model proposed in Lau's model, and we ameliorate his model in some aspects. But for comparing our approaches with other works about this problem, we simulate his approach. As shown in Table 2 , genetic algorithm, and simulated annealing algorithm have much better results than Lau's results. Genetic algorithm and simulated annealing are metaheuristic algorithms, and ameliorate their results step by step; on the contrary, the approach proposed in Lau's paper has one step and this approach does not ameliorate the solution step by step. As a result, our meta-heuristic algorithms are so much better than other approaches referred to in the literature review, and we ameliorate results in this paper.
As seen in Tables 2 and 4 , genetic algorithm has better time and cost results than simulated annealing algorithm in some computational cases.
In Table 2 , we see cost and time results of 3 algorithms. As far as I am concerned, the genetic algorithm and simulated annealing algorithm have so much better results than the approach which is proposed in Lau's paper. Also, genetic algorithm has a few better results than simulated annealing results in all cases.
According to our experiments, it is shown that genetic algorithm has better results than simulated annealing algorithm in the term of cost and time. And these two algorithms have better results than past approaches as regards this problem.
For contrasting two algorithms with exact solutions, we solve exact solutions for some small case studies. We solve the model with Lingo (version 11), for finding exact solutions for some case studies. First, we covert our model to linear model, then we solve our model with Lingo solver. Results show Lingo with version 11 cannot generate solutions for case studies with more than 24 activities, and model's dimension exceeds the capacity of lingo in this version. The parameters of these case studies are shown in Table 3 .
Results of comparing our two algorithms with exact solution are presented in Table 4 . According to we find that both simulated annealing algorithm and genetic algorithm have promising solutions in comparison with exact solutions. Also Lingo (version 11) cannot find optimal solution for problems with more than 24 activities for our experiment.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
This paper presents a model for project scheduling in supply chain environment which consider multi resource constraint. This problem can be helpful, when there are several different projects in a supply chain environment, and we have all information about these projects, and we want to schedule these projects as a multi project with centralized approach. In this paper, multi resource constraint is considered, which makes it possible to consider real condition about this problem. As a result, we ameliorate the model rather than past works, and we propose a practical model. The object of model is to minimize the cost. We represent two genetic and simulated annealing heuristic approaches for solving this problem in detail, and we compare these two approaches with other algorithms regarding this problem referred to in the literature review. We consider six computational experiments for this problem, and the results show that simulated annealing algorithm and genetic algorithm have so much better results than previous approaches on this problem. Also our solutions are decent solutions in comparison with exact solutions.
We suggest solving of this problem with practical case studies, and use practical constraints for developing this problem. Also using other approaches for solving this problem can be advantageous. It also suggests that consider conditions which we access part of information for scheduling.
